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President Trump’s “Most Important Speech” Slams
Election Fraud, Confirms He’s in It to Win It

Image: Screenshot of YouTube video posted by the East Idaho
News

In a fiery White House speech late
Wednesday afternoon that was released via
social media, President Trump reviewed and
summarized the extent of the fraud
perpetrated on the American people on
election day and the days following. He
called it “the most important speech I’ve
ever made,” and he could be right. If, after
all is said and done to expose the fraud, he
still loses, then America loses.

He spoke of the “ballot dumps” in key
battleground states following the shutdown
of the vote count early Wednesday morning,
December 4. In Wisconsin, for example, at
3:42 a.m. Trump was leading Biden until a
massive “dump” of ballots for Biden
mysteriously showed up. The same thing
happened in Michigan where, at 6:31 a.m.,
nearly 150,000 Biden votes suddenly showed
up. In other jurisdictions, said the president,
there were “20,000, 50,000, 100,000,
200,000 discrepancies or fraudulent votes”
that appeared to give the election to Biden.

He detailed many of those “discrepancies”:

Poll watchers being locked out of buildings;

People being told that they’d already voted by mail;

Voting taking place without any ID requirements;

Democrat voters receiving preferential treatment;

Poll workers illegally registering same-day voters;

250,000 Wisconsin voters being classified as severely disabled to avoid the mail-in ballot
signature requirement (up from 70,000 last year);

Batches of Biden votes being counted multiple times;

“Absentee ballots” for Joe arriving in huge batches without envelopes;

70,000 absentee ballots being counted in Wisconsin which had no matching applications;

In Georgia, absentee ballots for Biden lacked folds, meaning they couldn’t have arrived by
mail in an envelope;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WP0ixjE7JIU
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The majority of those ballots suddenly appearing were for Biden;

Republican canvassers in Detroit being coerced into certifying votes;

In Nevada, voting machines being set so that virtually no signature matching occurred;

Pennsylvania’s Democrat Secretary of State and the state’s Supreme Court
unconstitutionally abolishing signature verification requirements;

Trump having long, powerful coattails, which is inconsistent with his loss, and

Democrats fighting hard to loosen all voting safeguards with the pandemic giving them a
useful excuse.

Trump declared that the election was “rigged” and was the result of a “coordinated assault and siege.”
He called the election fraud “an orchestrated effort to anoint a winner” even while votes were still
being counted.

He referred indirectly to the Deep State’s machinations, calling them “entrenched interests” who
“oppose our movement because we put America first. They don’t put America first.… They only want
power for themselves.”

Trump’s legal team is challenging the election results in six battleground states — Pennsylvania,
Michigan, Arizona, Georgia, Nevada, and Wisconsin — which control 79 Electoral College votes, more
than enough to return the count to President Trump. Said the president: “We are going to defend the
honesty of the vote by ensuring every legal ballot is counted and that no illegal ballot is counted.”

He encouraged his followers:

There is still plenty of time to certify the correct winner of the election, and that’s what we
are still fighting to do.… When [witnesses] see fraud, when they see false votes, and when
those votes number far more than is necessary [to turn the election], you can’t let another
person steal that election for you.

He added:

If we are right about the fraud, Joe Biden can’t be president. We’re talking about hundreds
of thousands of votes. We’re talking about numbers like nobody has ever seen before….

This is not just about honoring the votes of 74 million Americans who voted for me. It’s
about ensuring that Americans can have faith in this election.

Related article:

Cybersecurity Expert Declares Election Fraud Orchestrated by Enemies of U.S.
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